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BACKGROUND

WHY THIS FORUM WAS CREATED

SME FORUM OBJECTIVES

The world is getting smaller and is opening up international markets to companies,
providing new opportunities for growth. In the context of Brexit, there is a real
opportunity for UK companies to expand into China which boasts a fast growing
economy and a growing middle class which values aspirational, western brands.

Navigating the complexities and cultural nuances of overseas markets can be tough
and so this forum was created to share experiences and provide a support network
for companies looking to enter China.

• Provide a learning platform to address the challenges of China Market Entry.

• Explore real case studies that focus on common mistakes and how to avoid them.

• Provide a network for organisations to build a China Entry Ecosystem. 

• Engage industry experts to share best practice and critical success factors.

• Offer support in developing a go to market strategy for the China Market.
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WHY TYPHOON?
Typhoon is a boutique global management consultancy. Founded in Hong Kong in
2012, we now have over 50 consultants working with clients globally through our
presence in Hong Kong, China, UK and Australia.

OUR GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

INDUSTRY SECTORS

• We understand local business and
cultural practices.

• Our consultants possess fluency in
various Asian languages.

• Our consultants have delivered projects
in many Asia Pacific countries, including:

• China
• Hong Kong
• Australia
• Japan
• Macau
• Malaysia

• Mongolia
• Singapore
• Thailand
• Philippines
• Vietnam

• Energy & Utilities
• Financial Services

• Telco, Media & Tech
• Health & Life Sciences

• Retail
• Travel & Leisure
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HOW CAN TYPHOON HELP?
At Typhoon, we work with our clients to help them simplify complex change, facilitating
effective business transformation through the provision of advisory and consulting solutions
in four areas: Strategy, People, Process & Technology.

Programme & Project Governance
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Strategic Clarity
Optimising and implementing strategies, including 

Design Thinking

People Change
Organisation Design; Behaviour Change; Change Management

Operational Excellence
Process optimisation; TOM implementation; 

Compliance

IT Infrastructure, Operations & Systems
Turnaround; transformation; sourcing

Strategy

People

Process

Technology
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

BRANDS

LOCATIONS

• Singapore
• Switzerland

• Egypt
• China

• Dubai
• Austria

• Board Advisor and Brand Consultant, with a focus on brand development and
international expansion.

• Worked at Unilever, Mondelez / Kraft, Kerry-foods, T-Mobile amongst others.

• VP Global Chocolate Brands, Global Brand Director-Lipton, CMO Kerryfoods, Regional
Category Development Manager CEE & Asia.
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BRAND CONSIDERATIONS

BRAND PROMISE

DISTINCTIVE BUNDLE

BRINGING THE PROMISE ALIVE

INNOVATE

• A new stirring idea which inspires people to be involved.
• The potential to make the world a little better everyday.
• Natural vitality, sunshine, social, outdoor, healthy, cosmopolitan.
• Home, family, local, comfort, relaxing.

• Red and Yellow, branded to point of consumption, sampling events.

• Same taste everywhere you go.

• Health PR, anti-oxidant, more tea in RTD, no preservatives, only natural flavours.
• Stretch in to ‘ready-to-drink’ on the go formats, new channels / occasions.
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BUSINESS MODEL & PRICING GROWTH

BUSINESS MODEL AS A TOOL TO DRIVE GROWTH

COMPETITIVE PRICE POSITIONING FOR GROWTH

• Ensure the margin model delivers cash to invest for activation in-market:
o in-store merchandising, visibility, sampling, events, media channels.

• Have a 3 year shape of investment / rolling 4 Qtr. action plan.

• Identify the right strategic partners.

• Ensure they focus on your brand.

• Be explicit on who is expected to do what locally & who covers which costs:
o Distribution, merchandising, sampling, retailer monitoring, media placement.

• Price is a big signal of quality.

• Luxury is niche & often well covered.  Mass Average requires immediate scale.

• Upper Mass sweet spot?  Scale x Margin.
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IN-CHANNEL AVAILABILITY & VISIBILITIY

The goals is to be in arms reach, in a targeted location, in a targeted channel.

WHERE THE BRAND IS SEEN AND EXPERIENCED IS A MASSIVE BRAND SIGNAL

HOW IS VISIBILITY & IN-STORE PROMOTION MANAGED 

What happens to stock that does not move fast enough?

• Events, hotels, teashops, airports, events.

• Visibility matching the consumer choice journey.

• Who controls, invests in buyer journey online or in-store.

• Where does the brand need to be for image & for sales rotation.

• Which partner can get the brand where it needs to be (multi-partners).

• Which partner can merchandise competitively.
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PROMOTION

PACKAGING

PRODUCT EXPERIENCE & BENEFIT CUE

PLACE

SERVICE

Brands act & behave ‘cool’ / relevant. They don’t ‘say’ cool.  What do you want 
your to brand emotional connection to be?  

• Distinctive, tactile, protective, environmental, lives the brand idea.

• The product in use performs in a different way.

• There are deliberate product cues designed to be experienced & owned.

• To be seen, experienced, shared, purchased, repeated.

• Essential part of the total brand experience.

• People share bad news stories much more than good.
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VERIFY, LEARN, ADJUST

• Be clear what needs measuring, what matters.

• Measured by who, how often, what will be done with the data.

• Evaluation of consumer perceptions & experience in use.

• End to End brand purchase journey.

• Investment effectiveness.

• Partner service.

• Define pain points that needs improving, by who, by when.

• Keep close to Partners, keep on same page, keep the shared vision.
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ESSENTIAL

• Vision: Is there an inspiring big idea based on a simple human truth.

• Brand Clarity: What’s fixed / flexible (in an always on, joined up world).

• Strategy: What to focus on now / what to drop / park till later.

• Capabilities: What you have now, need to acquire or partner?

• Resources: Mind space of the best people, cash, technology.

• Tenacity.

• Ambition for the brand.



CHINA ENTRY CASE STUDIES
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CHINA MARKET ENTRY:  STRATEGY
Actions
ü Conducted workshops with senior stakeholders to

understand the objectives of the market entry
strategy.

ü Worked collaboratively to define a series of
options for entry to the China market and then
assessed each option based on strengths of the
client versus competitive landscape, regulatory
complexity and the initial objectives.

ü Performed a deep dive review on the highest
scoring options to understand the risks,
competition, potential partners and regulatory
landscape.

Outcomes
ü Delivered a clear, actionable roadmap with distinct

options for entering the China Asset Management
market.

Project
• To assess the China Asset Management 

market for potential entry opportunities 
for a large North American Asset 
Manager.

Context 
• The client had operations in Hong Kong 

and a small JV in Mainland China and 
was seeking growth opportunities by 
leveraging its Asset Management 
capability.

• The client was aware of the potential but 
lacked the market and competitor 
understanding or regulatory knowledge.

Sector

Activities

CTP People Process Technology

Financial Services
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Actions
ü Assessed the Business Strategy and As-Is state to

identify gaps and risks prior to opening.

ü Developed a project plan and built a project team
to deliver required outcomes.

ü Identified talent gaps and created a recruitment
strategy to ensure appropriate resourcing.

ü Explored inventory strategies to meet initial
demand needs and mapped out stockroom layout
and managed capacity concerns.

ü Managed integration testing of POS, CRM and
Inventory Management systems.

ü Developed a merchandising strategy based on
historical data and local culture.

Outcomes
ü Developed a strong implementation strategy that

was repeatable for other store openings.

ü Successfully transitioned 6 stores from pre-open to
BAU within a year.

Project
• Open 6 new stores in China across 

Guangzhou, Beijing and Qingdao.

• Manage pre-open operations to 
successfully transition into BAU in an 8 
week timeframe. 

Context 
• Client was a Global Retailer 

headquartered in the US. 

• Client needed help executing their Asian 
expansion strategy: specifically to get 
stores operationally prepared to open in 
condensed time-frames. 

Sector

Activities

Process TechnologyStrategy

CHINA MARKET ENTRY:  OPERATIONS

Retail 
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CHINA MARKET ENTRY:  STRATEGY & RISK

Actions
ü Created data collection and modelling

methodology to ensure accuracy and transparency
in outputs.

ü Held weekly stakeholder alignment meetings to
ensure final outputs would provide maximum
strategic insight and appeal to global strategists.

ü Used publicly available data to construct detailed
models in-house, ensuring complete
understanding during report handover.

Outcomes
ü Presented strategic recommendations ranking the

9 in scope regions for near, medium, and long
term entry attractiveness.

ü Delivered 120 slide research report analyzing
economic, digital, insurance, growth data of 9 SEA
countries.

ü Outlined four partnership “case studies”
suggesting strategic avenues for the client using
similar companies as a proxy.

Project
• Build a comprehensive, quantitative 

research report to inform strategic 
decision on market entry.  

Context 
• Client was a US based Life & General 

Insurance company looking to enter the 
Asian market. 

• Macroeconomic analysis and risk 
assessment across 24 Asian countries.

• Capital assessment needed to determine 
whether to leverage existing digital 
capability or seek a partnership 
opportunity with an incumbent.

Sector

Activities

Financial Services

Strategy


